Detect and prevent threats based on patent-pending data science and machine learning

Enforce security policies to alert, mitigate and prevent security incidents

Investigate and respond to security incidents with powerful analysis tools based on granular log data

Security for Azure
Do you want to make sure your Azure accounts are secure and have not been compromised? What are your risks if a malicious insider or an external bad actor uses your Azure for their own purposes? Do you have the visibility and control you need to make sure this doesn’t happen?

See how CloudSOC can keep your Azure accounts secure.
Monitor users and action in Azure to quickly identify and act on abnormal or malicious activity.

Account takeovers and malicious insiders can put your organization at risk. Machine learning based User Behavior Analysis assigns a ThreatScore to each and every user, enabling you to identify and act on risky users.

Safeguard your Azure account from hackers and malicious insiders using your infrastructure for their purposes. Identify malicious activity and eliminate unsanctioned activities, virtual machines and servers.
Define security policies to automatically alert and remediate risks as they occur and prevent unsanctioned activity.

Prevent security incidents with real-time enforcement policies triggered by elevated ThreatScores.
Go back in time and investigate a specific user or activity, correlate events and discover what really happened with powerful search and data visualization tools or export granular log data to your SIEM system for analysis.
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